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SUMRY

This report provides an analysis of sir-to-air pilot visual acquisition
performance for aircraft equipped with the Traffic Mert and Collision
Avoidance System (TCAS). The analysis uses a model of air-to-air visual
acquisition that was developed previously in flight testing at Lincoln
Laboratory.

Model parameters are selected to reflect flight test experience with TCAS
at Lincoln Laboratory. Techniques are presented that allow the determination
of probability of visual acquisition for a range of aircraft types and closure
rates.

Average probabilities of visual acquisition are presented for typical
aircraft types. The model predicts that for aircraft on near-collision
courses, timely visual acquisition will occur in 80-90 percent of the
encounters. However, there are certain casea (e.g., head-on encounter tith a
small target) in which the probability of visual acquisition fa less than 40
percent.

Appendix A presents techniques for predicting the effect of visual range
(meteorologicalvisibility) upon visual acquisition performance. It is shorn
that at higher closing ratea, visual range can have a significant effect upon
acquisition performance even though the visual range ia above VFR tinimums.
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AIR-TO-AIR VISUAL ACQUISITION PERFOWCE WITH TCAS II

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In 1982 the Federal Aviation Administration initiated a system safety
study (Ref. 1) of the Traffi,cMert and Collision Avoidance System II
(TCAS II). The purpose of this study was to define the net safety benefits to
be derived from the implementationof the TCAS and to detetine the sxtent to
which anamolous conditions (such as defective aircraft altimetry) could
degrade eystem performance. In order to complete the study it was necessary
to estimate the vieual acquisition performance resulting from use of the
automated traffic advisories provided by TCAS 11. TCAS 11 displaya automatic
traffic advisories that depict the range, bearing, and relative altitode of
selected nearby aircraft. Visual acquisition data for TCAS subject pilots was
available for some 66 near-iss encounters that were flown as part of TCAS
flight testing at Lincoln hboratory (Ref. 2). This data was analyzed using a
visual acquisition model developed at Lincoln hboratory during testing of an
earlier CAS concept (Ref. 3). This report provides the results of that
analysis. It also includes an appendix that provides additional analysis of
the effects of visual range Ilponacquisition performance.

The manner in which the Lincoln hboratory visual,acquisition mOdel was
derived and validated ie described in Ref. 3. A brief suwary of the key
features of the model will be presented here. For further information on
visual acquisition in aviation, the reader ia referred to Hefa. 4-14.
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2.0 FUNDNNTAL PROPERTIES OF T~ MODEL

The ability of a pilot to visually acquire another aircraft varies
greatly with the conditions of visual search. The visual acquisitionmodel
seeks to describe the acquisition process in terns of a visual acquisition
rate, i , that is defined as follows

lim P [acquisitionbetween T and T + AT]
A (T) =

APO
(2.1)

AT

In this model, visual acquisition ia viewed mathematicallyas a non-homogenous
Poisson process (i.e., a Poisson process in which the rate can vary with
~ Typically a pOissOn prOcess iS used tO describe prOceeses fOr which
any number of discrete events can occur over a given tfme interval. In this
case, the scope of the model ie restricted to include only the possibilitiesof
zero events (no acquisition) or one event (acquisition). The probability of
visual acquisition can then be written

T2
P [acq by T2] = 1 - exp [- ~ A(T) dT] (2.2)

This mathematical fomulat ion provides a powerful general framework for
model development. Within this framework, modeling efforts are directed
toward properly representing the value of A for different search conditions.

Figure 2-1 depicts the functional relationshipsbetween various factors
that influence the visual acquisition rate. It can be seen that the visual
area (i.e., the target area normal to the line-of-sight)is a function of the
target aircraft type and the aspect angle with which it is seen. The visual
area together with the range’detemiines the subtended solid angle of the
target. For a nonaaneuvering collision situation, the vieual area is
constant. The effective contrast of the target is determined by the range,
the atmospheric absorption, and the inherent contraat of the target tith the
background. The subtended eolid a~le ad the effective contract together
determine the detectability of the target. This detectability ie related to
the an~lar proximity that mat etist between the target and the foveal
center of the pilots search in order for acquisition to occur. The angular
region within which detection can occur is sometimes called the “visual lobe”.
The fraction of time devoted to visual seerch and the a~ular area over which
the search is conducted also impact the acquisition rate. And a target mst
be within the pilot’s field-of-view in order to be acquired.

-.
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Many complex and incompletelyunderstood processes are associatedwith
human vision In the flight environment. For example, it ia possible for a
pilot to “’see”an aircraft against complex terrain featurea and fail to
recognize the shape as an aircraft. It is possible for the pilot to suffer
“empty field myopia” and fail to focus his eyes at a sufficient distance to
acquire. It is also possible for special target properties such as sun glint,
vapor trails, or aircraft angular motion relative to the background to assist
in “isual deEection. A model which was elaborated to reflect all known or
postulated subtleties of visual acquisitionwould soon flounder upen
limitations of the theory and the need to accumulate an enormous data base in
order to validate model parameters. The model employed here views visual
acquisition as primarily a problem of visual detection. Flight test data is
well-described using .ekisapproach. Subtle and complex effects are apparently
either rare or else their statistical nature is compatiblewith the
mathematical structure ofthe proposed model.

The principal mathematical..relationship,~alidat~dby flight test data.
(R-f. 3) is that under nominal search conditions.theacquisition rate (i.e.,
probability of acquisitionper unit oftime) is proportional..to the solid
angle subtended by the target. The acquisition rate can then be written

A.:
k=6—

r2.,

(see Table 2.1 for explanation of notation).

(2.3)

acquisition rate .chsngeawhen
value B0 appliesat all times
aPPlies at all times after the

The valtle.of B that properly.,model~ the
the pilot receives a traffic adviaory. If a
prior to the traffic adviaory and a value 61
traffic advisory, then the probability of visual acquisition ia

T2 81A
p [acquisition = 1 - exp jl ‘~ T1dT+~ — dT T2 >

by T21 2 2
r r

For unaccelerated flight the range to the target is given by

~ = (m2 + v2t2)l12

T1 (2.4)

(2.5)

In tillequationa which follow we,will express time in terms of time-to-
cloaest approach, t. Note that t decreases with clock time according to the
equation

dt = -dT (2.6)

4
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TABLE 2.1

NOTATION E~LO~D IN VISUAL ACOUISITION ANALYSIS

Aircraft visible area

Aircraft visible area when viewed head-on (from 12 o’clock)

Aircraft visible area when viewed broadside (from 3 o’clock)

Aircraft visible area when viewed from directly above

Horizontal tiss distance

tinge between aircraft

Range rate

Time at which alerted search begins (seconde before projected
closeet approach)

Time at which visual search tetinat es (seconds before closest
approach)

Speed of aircraft 2 relative to aircraft 1

Airspeed of TCAS aircraft (on aircraft)

Airspeed of intruder tircraft

Model constant which relates acquisition rate to the subtended solid
angle of the target aircraft

Acquisition rate (instantaneoua probability of acquisition per
instant of time)

Bearing of drcraft 2 as seen from aircraft 1 (degrees clocktiae
from the 12 o’clock position)

Bearing of aircraft 1 ae seen from aircraft 2 (degrees clockwise
from the 12 o’clock position)

x Croesing angle (heading of aircraft 2 less heading of aircraft 1)



If A is constant,

p [acquisition =

by tzl

then equation (2.4) can be integrated to yield

-6A v tl v t2
1 - exp — (arctan — - arctan —) (2.7)

Vm m m

.
For an actual collision course, m=O and V = -r. The above expression then
becomes

-A 61 81-60
P [acquisition = 1 - exp [— (— -—)1, tl~ tz (2.8)

by t2]
*Z ‘2 ‘1

Nomally the search effort which precedes the traffic adviaoq does not
contribute greatly to the ultimate visual acquisition probability. This is
true for two reasons: 1) unalerted visual search is relatively ineffective
compared to elerted search (Bo << B1), and 2) at earlier times the target is
at greater ranges and hence is more difficult to detect. It can be shown from
equation (2.8) that search that takea place at more than 3 times the required
acquisition time (t2) contributestinimally to the ultimate probability of
acquisition. (For the TCAS system, the traffic advisory appeara at about
3 times the required acquisition time.) In the interest of simplicity, the
following analysis will assume that no visual acquisition can occur prior to
the traffic advisory (i.e., 60 = O). Equation (2.8) then becomes

P [Acquisition = 1 - exp

by tzl
$,,.,

8A
-— (J - :)1, t~ ~ t2 (2.9)

tz tltz

It can be seen that this expreaaion takes the size of the target, the
closing rate, and the time of alerted search into account in explicit fashion.
Other factors mat be taken into account by proper selection of the model
constant S .

There is a theoretical basis for extending the model into caaes in which
atmospheric viability significantly degrades visual acquisition capability.
The technique for doing this is described in Appendix A. Other calculation
in this report will be restricted to cases in which meteorologicalvisibility
does not significantly affect performance.
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3.0 APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO TCAS

Determination of the Model Constant

For the purpose of this analyaia, it till be assumed that B ia equal to
zero (and hence that no visual acquisition is possible) under the following
conditions:

Instrumentmeteorologicalcondition (IMC) exist.

The target is outside the pilot‘a field-of-view.

- The pilot ia unable to interrupt his other taaks in order to search for
the target.

me pj.lot haa received a TCAS traffic advisOrY (TA) but has
misunderstood or misinterpreted it.

These assumptions are conservative, since (with the exception of the
field-of-view requirement)none of these conditions absolutely preclude visual
aCqlliSitiOn. In addition, visual search prior to the TCAS TA sometimes
results in early acquisition.

\

,

‘,

.—.— —,..-.-.,,.-,———.. -— ,,---- -S.LWiI---

The value of 6 that applies to a given set of search conditions can be
detemined by experiment. Figure 3.1 provides visual acquisition data
gathered during TCAS subject pilot flight tests at Mncoln bboratory
(Ref. 2). A tsble centaining this data can be found in Appendix B. This data
represents single-pilot alerted search in which the alerted period began
approximateely 40 seconds prior to closest approach. A value of 6 can be
inferred from such data in several ways. In Ref. 2, the ~ximum likelihOOd
estimator for 8 is shown to be

. N

6= (3.1)

f Afr2 dt
i=l

where n ia the nllmberof encounters involved in the experiment and N is the
nt!mberof times acquisition occurred. The range of the integral for each
encounter is the interval (prior tO acquiaitiOn) at which nOminal search
conditions prevailed.

Although this estimator ia optimum under the assumption used in its
derivation, it can significantlyunderestimate 6 if only a few bad data POint
are included. For inatante, if the input data includes an encounter for which
the target aircraft moves outside the field of view, the integrated snlid
angle may become very large without visual acquiaition occurring. ~iS could
result in a large unjustified increase in the denominator in equation 3.1.
The data in Fig. 3.1 centaina at leaat six encounters in which the intruder
was not acquired before it flew out of sight, paaaing beneath the noise of the

7
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TCAS aircraft that was climbing in response to a resolutionadvisory. Because
tbe exact instant at which the intruder paesed outside the field-of-view ie
unknown, the range of the integral to be used for these six encounters ie
uncertain.

Some of these data reduction difficulties can be alleviated by using a
simpler and more robust estimator that selects the value of 8 that reproduce
the median acquisition range of the data. This eetimator can be written

~ I;l in 2 rl r2
6=— — (3.2)

A rl - r2

where r~ is the range at which search began and r2 is tbe median acquisition
range.

Although theoretitally less accurate than the ~imum likelihood
estimator, this estimator is insensitive to the inclusion of a small number of
non-notinal encounters in the data set. men this estimator is applied to the
TCAS data, the median acquisition range of 1.4 ti (at 250 knots closing rate
and 40 square feet target area) yields a 6 estimate of 130,000/s. This value
can be compared to tbe value of 90,000/s derived during testing of the ATARS
traffic advisory system (Ref. 3). A higher value of B is to be expected for
TCAS due to the higher accuracy of the TCAS bearing indication.

In Ref. 3 the value of 6 that applied to single-pilotunalerted search
for ~R flights wae estimated to be approximately 10,000/sec. This implies
that tbe presence of the ATARS traffic advisory increased the acquisition rate
by a factor of approximately9. ~is ia not reasonable since merely alerting
the pilot to initiate visual search can double the amount of time devoted to
visual search and informing him of the direction in which to search decreaaes
the angular search area by a factor of four or five. The effect upon alarm
rate ie multiplicative(i.e., twice the search time in one-fourth the area
should increase the acquisition rate by a factor of 8). In the calculation
that follow, an unalerted single-pilot search value of 10,000/sectill be
assumed. This number should not be regarded aa fully validated since the
value of B for unalerted search is dependent upon the fraction of time the
pilot devotes to visual eearch and the manner in which the pilot‘e search
effort is distributed in angle. Extrapolation of unalerted search results
from one type of operation to another my be inappropriateif these factors
are different in the two regimes. Fortunately, alerted search performance
should be largely independent of the type of flight enviroment since the
pilot is told when and where to look.

It should be noted that the B value above was derived for uae in equation
2.9 and that this equation does not explicitly model the effect of vieual
range. However the flight test data was gathered under limited visual ranges
(typically 10-20 M). Thus, the value of B that best fits equation 2.9 to
test results ie decreased by the fact that the visual range was less than
infinity. In the extended model (see Appendix A), visual range ie explicitly
included through uae of a separate factor in the formula for the acquisition
rate. A higher value of 6 (correspondingto search performance under infinite
visual range) is then required to fit the data.

9



If more than one pilot is involved in the visual search, then the
probability that at leas,tone pilot will acquire is obtained by using a 6
value that ia tbe sum of the 6 values for the individual pilots.

Calculation of Visual Area

The visual area, A, is a functiOn Of the target aircraft aiza! and the
aspect angle with which the target ie viawed. A eimple technique for
calculating an approximate visual area is described in Ref. 3. In that

approximation,the target aircraft is modeled as if it were an object
consisting of only three perpendicularplanar surfacea correspondingto the
silhouette of the aircraft when viewed head-on, broadside, and from directly
above (see Fig. 3.2). Appropriate values for the areas of tbeae three
surfaces are provided in Table 3.1 for three representativetypes of aircraft.
For the calculationswhich follow, it will be assumed that the target aircraft
ia viewed from the horizontal Diane and hence that only & and & contribute
to the visual area. The appro~imation first computes the--visual’areas that
would be

.
presented by each planar surface in the abaence of shielding:

ax =% Icoa 9* I

ay = ~ lsine~[

and e2 are bearinga as shown in Fig. 3.3.where @1

The acttlalvisual area can be writtan as the larger of these two araas plus
the fraction of the remining area that is not shielded. The actual
computation of the unshielded area would be quite complicated, so it is simply
aasumed to be 1/3 of tha total area possible. This yields the following
approximation:

A - max (ax, ~) + 1/3 tin (ay, ~) (3.3)

This approximateion is without error when the aircraft ia viewed along a
principal axia.

Field of View Lidtationa

Viaual acquisition is not posaible if the intruder approached from
outside the field-of-viewof the craw. Figure 3.4 provides a plot of the
aeprOach bearing of intmders ae a function of crossing angle x and speed
ratio. It will be noted that if the intruder speed is less than or equal to
own speed (the moat likely aituation for a TCAS-equipped aircraft), then the
intruder mst approach from the forward hemisphere. If the intruder is ~ch
faster than own aircraft, then for x < 30” the direction of approach till be
within 30” of the tail (6 o’clock) position and is unlikely to enter the
field-of-view of either crew member. It should be noted that after receiving
a TCAS TA, the crew membars are likely to alter their position within the
cockpit to achieve an unobstructed view in the direction of the approaching
intruder. Hence the effective field-of-viewwith TCAS is greater than for an
unalerted pilot who may conduct his visual search entirely from a single
position within the cockpit.

10
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TABLE 3.1

PRINCIPAL ARBAS FOR mE AIRCRAFT ~PES

~ Broadside Above
Type Mrcraft Wingspan ~ Area, & I Area, ~ Area, Az

I

Single-Engine 21 2 21
General I 36ft I 35ft I 85ft 260ft I
Aviation I
(Cessna 1S2) ,,

I I 1“ I

Multi-Engine 2’ 2’ 2’

Jet 108 ft 400 ft 1900 ft 3100 ft
Transport
(Boeing 727)

,,
Mlitary 21 21

45 ft ~ 50 ft

2

Jet 280 ft 540 ft
InterCeDtOr I
(McDonn;ll I
Douglas F-18) I

12
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Required Visual Acquisition Time

According to the model, when the target is approaching from within tha
field-of-viewunder nodnal search conditions, the pilot is certain to acquire
at some point since the angular size of the target will eventually become very
large. But visual search moat be regarded as unsuccessful unless acquisition
occurs with enough lead time to allow the pilot to evaluate and react to the
sighting. For most calculations it would be desirable to use the value of the
acquisition lead time at which visual acquisition reduces the probability of
cOllision by one-half. The failure rate for visual acquisitionwould then be
computed by assuting that all acquisition earlier than this time result in
successful visual avoidance and that all later acquisitions result in failure.
The failure rate thus computed would be a good approximstion to the actual
rate since the failures that occllrdespite earlier acquisitionwould be
largely balanced by the successes that occur despite later acquisition.

Unfortunately there appeara to be no definitive data on the amount of
time required for visual avoidance. The TtiS system safety study (Ref. 1)
used a value of 15 saconds. ~is value probably represents a reduction of
much greater than a factor of two in tha risk of collision. For tilitary
aircraft, it has been suggested (Ref. 14) that acquisition at,only 5.5 seconds
prior to collision is adequate for avoidance. In the calculationspresented
later, values of required acquisition time till be varied from 6 to
15 saconds.

Calculation of Visual Acquisition Probabilities

We will now calculate visual acquisition probabilities for some
particular casee of interest. For these calculation it Is assumed that the
aircraft are approaching on an unacceleratad collision cwrse tith constant
airspeeds. Let the crossing angle, x, be defined aa the difference in
headings of the two aircraft (see Fig. 3.3). Thus x = O“ corresponds tO
parallel flight and x = 180” corresponds to a head-on encounter. x can be
written in tema of the bearings aa follows:

x.T+e~-e2 (3.4)

A nacessary condition for a collision course is

(3.5)

Taken together, these two equatione define a utique pair of bearings which
must exist for a collision to occur at a particular crossing angle. The range
rate is then

:=-Vi Cosel -v2c0se2

15
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The probability of visual acquisition before 15 seconds is given by
equation (2.9) with tz = 1S secOnds. Table 3.2 provides an example of the
values of the relevant quantities for crossing angles from O to 180 degrees
when the TCAS sircraft has an airapeed of 250 knots and the intruder la a
small aircraft tith sn airspeed of 130 knots. Note that the acquisition

probability is greater st shsllow crossing angles when the closing rate is
smaller. It decreaeee to a tinimum in the head-on geometry.

Acquisition Performance Plots

A figure will now be presented which provides graphic delineation of the
conditions under which visual acquisition can be achieved with confidence.
The first step in developing euch a figure la to note that if om airapeed and
intruder type (see Table 3.1) are specified, then for each possible crossing
angle there is a unique value of closing rate and target area. The loci of
the target area/closing rate valuea are plotted in Fig. 3.5 with square
a~bols marking each 10 degree increment in k. Note that the point for
x - 180° corresponds to observing the head-on area, ~) with a clOsing ‘ate
equal to the aum of the airspeeda of the two aircraft. If aircraft airspeeds
are unequal, then x - O“ corresponds to the faster aircraft overtaking the
slower from behind. If airspeeda are equal, then x = O“ cOrreepOnds tO an
infinitely slow convergence of aircraft on parallel flight paths.

Equation 2.9 can now be solved to detemine the target area that would
be required at a given closing speed to produce a specified probability of
acquisition by t2 eeconds tO clOsest apprOach. The result is

1[1in —
la

A(P) = ;2 (3.7)
B (1/t2 - l/tl)

where A is the required target area, p is the required probability of
acquisition, and other veriables are as defined previously. In Fig. 3.5 a
fadly of curves is generated for varioua values of p. The value of 6 ueed
corresponds to two-pilot alerted search, the nominal TCA8 condition. me
following conclusions can be drawn from this figure:

For a jet transport intruder, all possible encounter geometries lie
within the region of high confidence in visual acquisition. For the emaller
aircraft, the possible geometriea are within the high-confidence region for
lower croaaing anglea (X < 90”) but pass out of the high-confidence region for
higher croeaing angles. In the worst caee (X = 180°), the probability Of
acquiring the smaller aircraft is less than 60 percent.

16



TABLE 3.2

CALCULATION OF VISUAL ACQUISITION PROBABILITIES - AN EWPLE

. . . . . . m.A ,–.–. .

m mrspeea:
Intruder M rspeed:
Intruder Size:
Mme Search Begins:
Time at Wch Visual Required:
Model Constant:

(d~g)

0.0
10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0
70.0
80.0
90.0
100.0
110.0
120.0
130.0
140.0
150.0
160.0
170.0
180.0

180.0
159.5
140.8
124.7
110.9
99.1
8a.7
79.3
70.6
62.5
54a
47.5
40.3
33.4
26.6
19.8
13.2
6.6
0.0

(di;)

0.0
-10.5
-19.2
-25.3
-29.1
-30.9
-31.3
-30.7
-29.4
-27.5
-25.2
-22.5
-19.7
-16.6
-13.4
-10.2
-6.8
-3.4
0.0

L>U Knots
130 knots
AX = 35 sq. ft. ~ = S5 eq. ft.
t~ = 40 sec
t2 = 15 eec
$ = 130,000/aec

.

(kt)

-120.0
-124.0
-135.4
-152.0
-172.1
-194.0
-216.6
-239.1
-261.0
-281.8
-301.1
-31a.a
-334.5
-348.1
-359.4
-36a.4
-374.8
-37a.7
-3ao.o

A
(Sq. ft.)

35.0
42.7
62.7
76.5
83.6
s5.a
85.2
85.7
a4.1
so.a
76.2
70.5
63.9
56.5
4a.4
42.5
40.5
3a.o
35.0

P[acq]

0.990
0.995
0.999
0.998
0.995
0.987
0.968
0.942
0.904
o.a56
o.79a
0.733
0.662
0.588
0.510
0.449
0.422
0.396
0.369

Average (unweighed) = 0.766
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Fig. 3.5 Visualacquisition performance for parameter

values typical of two-pilot alerted search.
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Figure 3.6 is identical to Fig. 3.5 except that the value of B employed
for the equal probability contours is 130,000/see, a value that is
representative of single-pilot search. Figure 3.7 illustrates the sensitivity
of visual acquisition performance to variation in the value of the parameter
B . The probability contours in this figure correspond to 90% probability of
acquisition for 6 values that are wltiples of 130,000/sec. Figure 3.8
provides curvee for higher valuee of airspeed (corresponding to jet cmise
regimee). Fi~re 3.9 provides curves for a required acquisition time (t2) Of
6 seconds.

Average Acquisition Probabilities

Certain parts of the TCAS system safety study require the use of an
average probability of visual acquisition. In averaging acquisition
probabilities, the valuea for each geometry should be weighted according to
the likelihood with which that geometry occurs. If the headinfiOf each
aircraft is utifotiy distributed between O“ and 360°, then all crOesing
angles are equally likely. For two aircraft selected at random, a unifO~lY
weighted averaging of the values in Table 3.3 would then provide the average
probability of visual acquisition for the pair. However, if aircraft are
allowed to encounter each other in an unstructured fashion there till be more
encounters with aircraft which are flying at higher speeds relative to the
TCAS aircraft. In this caee the average should be weighted according to
relative speed. Because Metoric records of tid-air collisions involving air
carrier aircraft reveal no trend toward particular geometries, an unweighed
average over all crossing anglea will be employed in the calculationswhich
follow.

Table 3.3 provides the average probabilities of visual acquisition for a
combination of airspeeds and intruder types.

Visual Acquisition Prior to W

The probability that the crew of the TCAS aircraft will vieually acquire
the intruder prior to the appearance of the RA can be evaluated by setting t2
equal to the time of RA generation, notinally 25 seconds tO closest aeprOach.
Perfo-nce curves for this value of t2 are provided in Fig. 3.10. It can be
seen that the acquisition probability is quite high (over 95%) for the jet
transport intmder. For the smaller aircraft, the probability varies with
crossing angle. On average, visual acquisition occurs before the W about
half the time for smaller aircraft.

Relative ~provement in Acquisition Probability

A general description of the extent to which a cha~e in the value of the
parameter 6 can affect acquisition probabilities can be derived by using
equation (2.9) to obtain:

(3.8)
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Fig. 3.6 Visual acquisition performance for parameter values

typical of single -pilot alerted search.
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Fig. 3.7 Effect of variation in fl upon visual acquisition performance

Each contour is for 90 ‘per’ cent’ probability of visual acquisition

at 15 seconds to CPA. The reference value of B ia 1300001SeC.
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Fig. 3.8 Visual acquisition performance in a high speed

regime (own airspeed 500 knots).
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Visual acquisition performance at 6 seconds before projected

collision for parameter values typical of single-pilot alerted search.
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TABLE 3.3

AVRRAGE PROBABILITIESOF VISUAL ACQUISITION

Search Start Time:
Required Acquisition
Model Constant:

tl = 40 sec
Time: t2 = ,15 sec

6= 130000. (single pilOt, alerted)
6 = 260000. (two pilots, slerted)
s - 20000. (two pilots, unalerted)

m Intruder Intruder Size P[ViSUSl Acquisition]
Airspeed Intmder Mrspeed (Sq. ft.) si~fit:lot , Wfi:r&ds , ho Pilots,

(kt) Type* (kt) & Ay Unalerted

130
180
180
250
250
250
500
250
500

GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
JT
JT

MIL
MIL

130
130
180
130
180
250
500
250
500

35 “85
35 85
35 85
35 85
35 85
400 1900
400 1900
50 280
50 280

0.890
0.840
0.775
0.766
0.716
0.994
0.896
0.812
0.572

0.969
0.940
0.896
0.891
0.847
1.000
0.965
0.907
0.695

0.534
0.471
0.421
0.305
0.347
0.828
0.584
0.488
0.293

*GA = &neral Aviation, single engine, JT = Jet TranspOrt.
MIL - Mlitary, jet interceptor.
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Fig. 3.10 Visual acquisition performance at 25 seconde

before projected collision (two-pilot alerted search ).
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where ql and q. are the probabilitiesof late acquisition for parameter valuea
@~ and @~ respectively. Note that this relationship is independentof the
target area, closing rate, or time of search. A plot of ql versus qo is
provided in Fig. 3.11 for various ratios of 6. This figure chows that when
the probability of failure is originally fafrlY low (qo small)* the Preaeflce
of a traffic advisory should further decrease the failure rate by serveral
orders of magnitude. men the probability of failure iS high (qo near unitY),
then the addition of the traffic advisory my have tinimal effect upon the
final probability of success. This argues that traffic advisoriesmy mke
visual acquisition highly reliable in cases where it already works fairly
well. but cannot make visual acquisition reliable in cases where it is
originally ineffective.

General Conclusions

The following general conclusions
supported by the analysis presented in

concerning visual
this chapter:

acquisition are

1) Under nominal search conditions, a TCAS II traffic adviaory can
increaae the instantaneous rate of vieual acquisition by an order of magnitude
or more over the rate existing tithout an alert. me final visual acquisition
probability is increaeed by a sitilar factor when it is initially very low
(p < 0.05). The acquisition failure rate is decreased by a similar factor
when the failure rate is initially moderate (less than O.5).

2) In typical TCAS use there will remain a small percentage of situations
in which visual acquisition ie very difficult or impossible. Theee include
flight in IMC, caees in which the intruder is not within the field-of-view,
cases in which the crew fisunderstande or misinterprets the traffic
advisories, etc.

3) Against jet traneport intruders at slower speeds (includingall speeds
likely below 10,000 feet altitude) vieual acquisition is achieved with high
confidence whenever nominal eearch conditions prevail. The predominant
failure mode under these conditions till be the occurrence of non-nominal
cases mentioned in 2) above.

4) Againat smaller intruder types (small propeller aircraft and tilitary
interceptors) at lower altitudes, the likelihood of vieual acquisition depends
etrongly upon the geometry of the intercept. On average, visual acquisition
is expected in 80 to 90 percent of the encounters.

5) At jet cmise speeds, the probability of visual acquisition is
strongly dependent upon the closing rates. At lower crossing angles
(X < 50”), visual acquisition is achieved with high confidence against all
typda of intruders. However, for head-on geometries (X = 180°) the visual
acquisition rate ia expected to be approximately 70 percent for jet transport
intruders and 15 percent for jet interceptor intruders.

. .
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APPENDIX A

EFFECT OF ~TEOROLOGICAL VISIBILITY UPON VISUAL ACQUISITION

Meteorological visibility fundamentallyimpacts all areas of aviation
that are dependent upon vision outside the cockpit. A model of visual
acquisition performance would be mch more complete if it could be used to
predict pilot performance in fog and haze as well as in clear air.
Development of such model capability is made difficult by the lack of flight
test data concerning the impact of atmospheric visibility upon air-to-air
vieual acquisition performance. However, laborato~ reeearch provides a sound
theoretical baeis for extending the model previously described into situations
of limited visibility. Such an extension and the results it produces are
described below.

Haze and fog produces attenuation and scattering of light between the
pilOtla eyes and the target. The primary result of this upon the visual
characteristics of the target is a loweri~ of the contract between the
target and ita background. A standard fomula for the contract degradation

(known as Koschmieder’s Law) allows the centrast at range r to be written

[1r
C(r) = Co exp -2.996 -

R
(Al)

where Co is the inherent contrast (i.e., the contraat that wOuld exist with ‘0
atmospheric attenuation or scattering over the line of sight) and R is the
visual range (defined aa the range at which the centrast of the target is
decreased to 5 percent of Co).

A brief e~lanation of the tem visual - is in order here. In
aviation, the visual range ia usually defined aa the greatest distance at
which a large object (such as a runway) can be eeen alOw a specified path
(e.g., in the direction of landing). Studies have shown that this distance
corresponds approximateely to the point at which centraat has degraded to
5 percent of the inherent cont?aat. The World Meteorologiccal Organization
recommence that transmiesmnetersbe calibrated to report daylight visual range
aa the 5 percent range. For historical reaaone, transmissometersin the U.S.
are calibrated to 5.5 percent. In reading meteorological literature,one
often encounters the meteorological optical range, defined as the ra~e at
which centraat has degraded t0 2 percent. Reference A.2 contains a full
discussion of these points. In the calculations presented here, the 5 percent
definition till be uaad.

Studies of the impact of contrast upon visual detection (Ref. A.1) have
shown that the detectability of smll targeta (1 to 10 tin of arc) ie
dependant upon the product of the target area and ite contrast. This is an
intuitively reasonable result if the visual mechanism of the eye functions by
detecting differences in the incident luminant energy. According to thfs

A-1
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principle, if the contrast degrades by one-half, then the visual area of the
target would have to double to restore the detectability to fta original level*
This can be taken into account in the current modal by using an area-contraat
product in place of the target visual araa. The acquis~tion rata iS then
written

[1-2.996 r
i = ----- exp — (A.2)

2 R
r

If we now consider a case in which the target ia approaching at a

constant rata ;, than the integral of tha acquisition rate whan evaluated t2
aaconda prior to collision ia

BA -2.996 I;I
~mAdt-~~”: exp [— t] dt (A.3)
t2 t2 R

r

BY substituting Y = t/t2 as tha variabla of integration this can be
written

BA 2.996 l;lt2
~“A dT = ~ E2[ 1

t, R.
r t2

whera E2(z) ia the second-order exponential

. exp(-zy)
E2(z) = ~ — dy

1 Y2

(A.4)

integral defined by

(A.5)

me valua of tbe function E?(z) can be Obtained frOm the fOllOwing series
expression:

E2(z)

The function

m (-l)n ,n+l

= axp(-z) + 0.57721 z + z in(z) + E -
n=l n n!

is plotted in Fig. A.1.

(A.6)

. .

The cumulative probability of visual acquiaition for a eearch that begins
at time tl and ende at time t2 can then be written

-6A 1 2.996 l;lt2 1 2.996 I;ltl
P(acq) = 1 - exp [— (– E2[ ~ l-- E2 [ 1)1

.2 t2 t~ R (A.7)
r
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note that when the centribution of the tem containing t1 is small, then the
remaining argument of E2 in equatiOn (A.7) is PrOPOrtiOnal ‘0 ‘he ‘equired
visual acquisitionrange expressed as a fraction of the visual range. In
order for visual acquisition to be successful, it is obviously desirable for
the required acquisition ra~e to be significantly less than the visual range
(lrt~l<~).

If equation (A.7) is compared tith the corresponding equation for no
atmospheric effects (equatiOn 2.g) it can be seen that the functiOn EZ
represents the extent to which atmospheric visibility has decreased the
integrated visual acquisition rate. When the atmospheric visibility is
unlimited E2(o)-I, and equatlOn (A.7) reduces tO equation 2.’.

It should be noted however that the value of 6 used to fit equation 2.9
to the “good WC” data is lower than the value that would best fit the more
explicit expreesiorr(A.7) to the same data. For example, if the “good VMc”
conditions under which data was collected were taken to mean 14 tilee visual
range rather than infinite viellalrange, then the value of 8 used to fit the
data would increase to 190,000/sec (rather than 130,000/aec).

Another slight refinement ie included in the curves that follow. me
probability of visual acquisition is set to zero when the angular area
subtended by the target ie less than that of a circle with diameter of one
minute of arc. This reflects the fact that”the human eye has a resolution
threshold below which a target till never be acquired regardless of the time
spent searching. ~is refinement is not significant if the search doee not
etart until a traffic advisory la received (because then the target usually
exceeds the resolution threshold before search begins). However, it can be an
important correction in unalerted search since it establiehea a lead time at
which visual search effectively begins.

Figure A.2 ahowa the effect of visual range upon the predicted
probability of visual acquisition. Nominal single-pilot search is assumed in
thie figure. It can be seen that for closing rates above 400 knots, a
significant degradation in visual acquisition capability can occur even though
the visual ra~e is well above the standard 3 mi tinimum for visual flight
rules (VFR). Figure A.3 provides similar curves for an increased lead time of
15 seconds. Because acquisition mst occur at a longer range, the atmospheric
effects are more eevere. Figure A.4 provides corresponding cumes for
two-pilot search and 6 seconds required acquisition time.

/
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APPE~IX B

TCAS II FLIGHT ~ST DATA

.-
.

Table B.1 provides the visual acquisition data obtained in TCAS II flight
testing at Mncoln bboratory (Ref. 2). In this testi~ a subjact pilot usad
an experimental TCAS II installation in a Cessna 421 aircraft during staged
encounters d th a Beech Bonanza intmder,. The aubject was asked to fly the
aircraft, to use the TCAS traffic advisories and resolution advisories, and to
call out all sightings of traffic. A safety pilot accompanied the subject,
but did not assist in the search for traffic. This table contains only those
encounters in which the intruder approached from the fo~ard hemiaphera. This
data is the basis of the scatter plot in Fig. 3.1.

me notes in Table B.1 indicata tha factors, when knom, that contributed
to late or tissed visual acquisition. Four of the nine caaea in which there
was no visual acquisition occurred in scenario 22. In this scanario, the TCAS
aircraft is descending on final approach tith the intruder closing in a
head-on geometry from below the TCAS altitude. In this geOmetrY, it is
difficult to acquire the intmder before the W appears since the closing rate
is high and the target visual area ie small. After the TCAS aircraft began
responding to the “climb” resolution advisory, the nose of the Cessna 421
tended t0 block the line-of-sight to tbe intruder which was passing below and
on the opposite side of the tircraft from the subject pilot.
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TABLE B.1.

VISUAL ACQUISITION WSULTS

,
APPROACH
BEARING CLOSING RANGE OF

I ENCOUNTER (CLOCK SATE ACQUISITION
ID. NO. POSITION) (KT) (WI) NOTES

! 20101 12 370 ---- Closest approach 1.3 d.

20102 1 290 1.00
20104 12 320 2.30

20105 11 250 1.10
20106 2 176 2.10

20107 1 239 1.40
20108 11 180 2.50

~ 20109 10 186 ---- Closest Approach 1.2 nd.
I 20201 11 175 2.55

20202 12 240 2.00

20203 10 90 0.60 Bad ATC advisory confused pilot.

20205 11 240 2.40
20206 12 250 ---- Scenario 22.
20303 1 300 2.20
20305 12 185 1.80

20501 2 300 1.02
20504 12 241 1.40
20505 12 244 0.s3
20601 1 242 1.80

I 20602 10 120 2.40
1

20604 11 239 0.50
I 20605 1 178 ---- Scenario 22.

\ 20606 11 270 3.30
20608 12 230 2.01

1 20703 12 260 2.06

1
20704 1 255 2.12

1 20705 12 204 3.10
20706 12 206 2.21

/ 20707 12 90 1.97
$ 20801 12 246 1.43
1

20802 12 242 2.20
20803 2 160 1.20
20804 10 195 1.95
20805 11 186 2.60
20806 12 231 ---- Scenario 22.

-.
.
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TABLE B.1.

VISUAL ACQUISITION WSULTS (CONT‘D)

NOTES

APPROACH
BMING CLOSING RANGE OF

ENCOUNTER (CLOCK KATE ACQUISITION
ID. NO. (KT)POSITION) (~1)

20901 12 246 2.20
20904 10 215 1.42
20905 12 206 1.00
21002 11 215 0.90
20004 12 242 2.25

21005 10 182 1.10
21006 10 135 1.60
21007 12 51 0.85
21501 12 245 0.79
21504 11 182 ---- Md not use color coding.

Subject concentrated on an
altitude-nknon target.

21505 2 180 1.10
21601 10 265 1.52

21602 1 180 0.60 Subject misinterpreted display.
21603 11 205 1.40
21604 11 250 0.50 Scenario 22.

21702 11 240 0.70 Subject stopped search for 10 sec.
21705 9 100 2.00
21706 12 40 1.40
21801 11 280 1.00
21802 11 270 1.10

21803 165 1.50
21804 1: 205 1.30

21805 11 240 0.91
21901 11 238 2.20
21904 11 240 1.10

21905 11 280 ---- Scenario 22.
22101 1 140 ---- Subject etopped searching after RA
22102 12 230 0.50 appeared.
22104 11 220 0.95
22105 11 240 ---- Closest approach 0.3 ~.

22107 10 280 2.10
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